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Designed for system administrators, this handbook describes Internet domain policies and
procedures; investigates the debates, confusion and conflicts people face while registering
domain names for their WWW sites; and details attempts to reconcile Internet name use with
Trademark law.

From Library JournalSmith, known for his Internet training over the Internet itself that pulls in
thousands of students from 50 countries, and Gibbs, a networking expert, pool their talents with
this simply titled work. Fourteen chapters and five appendixes cover everything from a history of
the network to accessing OCLC, ERIC, and DIALOG. Half the book is devoted to its appendixes,
which include tests of your Internet skills, Internet commands and a glossary of terms, E-mail,
and a guide to discussion lists. Although some readers might wonder why 170 pages are
devoted to the mercurial world of discussion lists, the authors nevertheless organize their
Internet facts well, making this a valuable encyclopedia.Best choiceCopyright 1994 Reed
Business Information, Inc.ReviewEverything users need to know about the world's largest
computer network! This comprehensive guide provides users with the information needed to
gain access to the Library of Congress, Electronic Mail, terabytes of data, electronic news
services, and free "Includes information on how users can join special interest discussion
groups dedicated to topics such as Juggling, PC Hardware, and even Bungee Jumping. Written
by a widely known and respected former Internet trainer who has trained over 15,000 Internet".
Covers the Internet. -- Sams
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Robert Cannon, “History. Ellen does an excellent job recording history. What is unfortunate is
that history is ephemeral on the net. Ellen's book is no longer in print - I ponied up for a used
copy simply for the record of what transpired and I am glad to have it.”

carl oppedahl, “An excellent, important book. The Domain Name Handbook provides
comprehensive information about Internet domain names. It gives in-depth accounts of many
domain name disputes, including analyses of the harms caused by the trademark domain name
policies of Network Solutions, Inc.”

Jim Moran, “The Most Comprehensive Domain Name Resource to Date!. Remember the old
saying, "What's in a name?" A name should represent a well known company, person, quality
workmanship, products, and services. Nothing could be more true when we consider what is
involved in registering and using domain names today. Ellen Rony and Peter Rony have written
The Domain Name Handbook to provide readers with a considerable amount of detailed
information about this often overlooked but essential element of establishing an online
presence. When a company or person takes action to establish themselves online it is
necessary for them to come up with a unique domain name that clearly represents the nature
of their products, services, or other stated purposes of the Website. Sounds easy enough but
this is not necessarily the case. One of the most hotly contested aspects of setting up a Website
today is the selection and ownership of a domain name. There are a number of factors to take
into consideration in this crucial decision making process. Ellen Rony and Peter Rony do a
masterful job of exposing the many pitfalls that could spell disaster for anyone wishing to set up
shop online today. This 650-page book is packed with extensive information about many of the
legal challenges that have been waged over the registration and use of domain names,
including alleged copyright violations, trademark infringement, and actual court cases. This is
the most comprehensive resource for domain name dispute case studies to date. It is heavily
footnoted. Thumb through it to read up on what real people have experienced themselves. Many
of the accounts will expose the darker side of the business world we compete in! According to
the documentation provided in this book some big name companies have gone after smaller
companies and persons (and vice versa), who have registered domain names already
trademark protected by existing laws. Some of the laws currently pertaining to Internet domain
name use have not been etched in stone as of yet but information provided in this book will help
chart the course. The accompanying CD and a Website offer supplemental reading material.
Although these resources offer plenty in terms of legal proceedings, the authors recommend
that readers consult their attorneys for solid legal advice! Perhaps through no fault of your own
you may one day find yourself the focus of an infringement case. Be prepared to face these
challenges today. This book is must reading for Website designers, Web business consulting



firms, attorneys, and companies  doing business online!”

Hïmy Syed, “A powerful book on the historiography of the world wide web.. The Domain Name
Handbook is an enlightning introduction to the subject of the Domain Naming System's
liberation from a single organisation to a world of domain name competition and a biting
indictment of the current flip-flop on the important question of expanding the domain name
space.Reading it one gets the impression that the authors weave humour and storytelling with
the diligence and enthusiasm of inquisitive writers to discuss an otherwise highly technical
subject.The work touches on all the issues that reverberate in the firmaments of political
debates within ICANN and the domain name space community. The authors are definitely very
well grounded in the history of the domain naming system and their familiarity with the sources
are strengthened by insightful analysis of the psychology of the human beings who were
selected by destiny to lead web surfers in their battle against typing bland numerical IP
addresses into web browsers and instead enjoying easy to remember URLs.Regardless of how
one may think about their views on alternate domain name registries or root zones and their
struggles against Network Solutions, one cannot deny that the brother sister duo of Peter and
Ellen Rony are definite contributors to the evergrowing literature on the web's
historiography.Their book will remain here along with the companion website as a living
testimony that they care very much about what happens to everyday netizens and did
something about it by writing a powerful book.”

The book by Ellen Rony has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 5 people have provided feedback.
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